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Experiments with Oval:
A Radically Tailorable Tool for Cooperative Work

Thomas W. Malone, Kum-Yew Lai*, and Christopher Fry

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a series of tests of the generality of a "radically tailorable" tool for cooperative work. Users of

this system can create applications by combining and modifying four kinds of building blocks: objects, views,

agents, and links. We found that user-level tailoring of these primitives can provide most of the functionality found

in well-known cooperative work systems such as gIBIS, Coordinator, Lotus Notes, and Information Lens. These

primitives, therefore, appear to provide an elementary "tailoring language" out of which a wide variety of integrated

information management and collaboration applications can be constructed by end users.

INTRODUCTION

For as long as computers have been used for practical tasks, software designers have tried to match their systems to

the situations in which they are used. This problem is perhaps nowhere more important than in designing software

to support groups of people working together [8]. In some approaches to this problem, software designers study

organizations using systems analysis techniques (e.g., [23]) or social science methodologies (e.g., [5], [20], [18]).

In participatory design approaches to this problem, the eventual users of a system (who already know about the

context of its use) work with software developers in its initial design (e.g., [6], [19]).

An even more extreme version of he participatory design approach is not just to involve users in design but to let

them become designers by giving them end-user programming tools (e.g., [13], [4], [17], [12]). For instance, with

products like spreadsheets and Hypercard, end-users, who have no specific training in software development, can
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create for themselves more and more of the kinds of applications that would previously have required substantial

work by professional programmers.

In this paper, we focus on one important class of such end-user programming tools. We call this class of systems

radically tailorable since they allow end users to create a wide range of different applications by progressively

modifying a working system. Radically tailorable systems differ from "ordinary" tailorable systems (such as word

processing programs with "Preferences" parameters) in the degree to which users can create a wide range of

substantially different applications. For instance, starting with the same blank spreadsheet, users can create

applications ranging from personal budgeting to sales forecasting to corporate finance.

Radically tailorable systems also differ from conventional programming languages (including typical fourth

generation languages) in that end users progressively modify a working version of an application (such as a blank

spreadsheet), instead of specifying instructions in some programming language. In this way, radically tailorable

systems reduce the "cognitive distance" between using an application and designing it (c.f., [71).

Radically tailorable systems are not the only approach to matching cooperative work tools to their contexts of use,

but we believe they will be an increasingly important one. One of the key problems in designing radically tailorable

tools is picking a set of building blocks at the "right" level of abstraction. That is, the building blocks should not

be so low-level that they require significant effort to do anything useful, nor so high-level that they require

significant modification whenever the users' needs change (see [3]).

In this paper, we describe a set of experiments with one such set of building blocks. The building blocks are

embodied in a radically tailorable system for'cooperative work called Oval, the name of which is an acronym for the

four key building blocks of the system: objects, views, agents, and links.1 The experiments we describe are tests of

the generality of these building blocks: What is the range of different kinds of applications that can be implemented

"naturally" with these building blocks and the user level tailoring facilities provided by the Oval system?

To do this, we first constructed a wide range of relatively simple applications for tasks such as project management,

software bug tracking, meeting scheduling, and personal information management. These simple applications are

1 Oval is based upon the Object Lens system ([9], [14]). However, we picked a new name to reduce the widespread
confusion between Information Lens and Object Lens. Information Lens [16] was a system for intelligent mail sorting.
Oval, as this paper describes, is a much more general system in which Information Lens is only one possible application.
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not described here. Instead, we focus in this paper on four applications that are already believed by many people to

be valuable Tor supporting cooperative work. Three of these applications were developed elsewhere: gIBIS [2],

Coordinator [21], and Notes [11]. One was developed in our laboratory: Information Lens [16].

For each of these systems, we attempted to emulate as much as possible of the functionality of the original system

using only the user level facilities provided by Oval. We also identified (and in some cases performed) system level

modifications necessary to emulate the functionality of the original systems more closely. With a few exceptions,

the basic functionality of the original systems was achieved with only user level modifications.

These tests demonstrate, therefore, that the four key components of Oval (objects, views, agents, and links) provide a

tailoring language with which a wide variety of cooperative work tools can be constructed. It would, of course, be

no surprise to say that we could implement all these applications in a general purpose programming language or that

primitives like objects, views, agents, and links were helpful in doing so. The surprising thing, we believe, is that

all these applications can be implemented using only the extremely restricted and simplified tailoring language

provided by Oval.

OVERVIEW OF OVAL

Oval is based upon four key building blocks (see [9] and [14] for much more detailed descriptions):

(1) Semistructured objects represent things in the world such as people, tasks, messages, and meetings. Each object
includes a collection of fields and field values and a set of actions that can be performed upon it. The object
types are arranged in a hierarchy of increasingly specialized types with each object type inheriting fields, actions,
and other properties from its parents in the hierarchy. The objects are semistructured in the sense that users can
fill in as much or as little information in different fields as they desire and the information in a field is not
necessarily of any specific type (e.g., it may be free text, a link to another object, or a combination of text and
links). Users see and manipulate these objects via a particularly natural form of template-based interfaces.

(2) User customizable views summarize collections of objects and allow users to edit individual objects. For
instance, users can select the fields to be shown in a table display of a collection of objects, or they can select
the links to be used to create a network display of the relationships between objects. A calendar display can be
used to summarize objects with dates in one of their fields. Any appropriate display format (e.g., table,
network, or calendar) can be used to show any collection of objects in any field of any object. Typically, these
display formats are used for the "Contents" field of "Folder" objects.

(3) Rule-based agents perform active tasks for people without requiring the direct attention of their users. Agents
can be triggered by events such as the arrival of new mail, the appearance of a new object in a folder, or the
arrival of a pre-specified time. When an agent is triggered it applies a set of rules to a collection of objects.
Rules contain descriptions of the objects to which they apply and actions to be performed on those objects.
Actions include general actions such as moving, mailing, and deleting objects or object-specific actions such as
loading files or responding to messages.

(4) Links represent relationships between objects. For example, users can use links to represent relationships
between a message and its replies, between people and their supervisors, and between different parts of a
complex product. Users can follow these hypertext links by clicking on them, and the knowledge represented by
the links can be used by rules or in creating displays.
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User tailoring

The primary user level modifications to the system include: (1) defining new object types, (2) adding fields to

existing object types, (3) selecting views for objects and collections of objects (from a prespecified set of display

formats), (4) specifying parameters for a given view (such as which fields to show), (5) creating new agents and

rules, and (6) inserting new links.

Sharing information

There are three primary ways for people to save and share information in Oval: (1) They can save any collection of

objects in a file which they (or other people) can load later. For instance, all the objects linked (directly or

indirectly) to a given object can be automatically collected and saved in a file. (2) They can mail any collection of

objects back and forth to each other in messages. When users load a previously saved file or receive a message

containing objects, the identity of the objects is preserved (i.e., pre-existing links will point to the newest versions

of the objects and the previous versions will be stored as "previous versions" 2 ). (3) We have also implemented a

rudimentary version of "live" sharing of objects stored on remote databases. Even without this capability, agents can

be used to automatically mail and sort "shared" objects thus providing many of the benefits of live sharing.

Implementation status

Oval is implemented in Macintosh Common Lisp on networked Apple Macintoshes. As of this writing, various

versions of this system have been used intermittently by up to six people in our research group over a period of

approximately 2 years, and by numerous other people for shorter periods. Over 100 copies of the software have been

distributed to other researchers and developers for demonstration purposes.3

TEST APPLICATIONS

To test our hypothesis that Oval is radically tailorable, we used the system to try to implement the functionality of a

variety of cooperative work applications for which descriptions have been previously published. In this section, we

2 Users are notified of these changes, and if they desire, can undo them in specific cases.

3 For information on how to obtain a copy of the software for research purposes at no charge, contact Peter Richards, MIT
Technology Licensing Office, E32-300, 28 Carleton Street, Cambridge, MA 02139 (Telephone: (617) 253-6966. Email:
par@eagle.mit.edu.)
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will describe briefly how we implemented the major features of each application and what features of the original

applications we did not implement. The first application is described in somewhat more detail than the others to

illustrate how the system works. More detailed examples of how new applications are created can be found in [9] and

[14]. Note that we would not expect beginning users of a system like Oval to be immediately able do all the

tailoring needed for some of these applications. Some of the applications require the use of tailoring features (such

as defining new object types) that we would expect of experienced users.

For each application, we were primarily concerned with whether the overall user interface paradigm provided by Oval

could accommodate in a "natural" way the primary functionality of the application. We did not attempt to mimic

exact details of screen layout and command names. Similarly, since our system is only a research prototype, we did

not attempt to replicate the level of attention to robustness, speed, access controls, and so forth present in the

commercial products we analyzed. In all cases, however, we tried to be faithful to the spirit of the original systems.

glBIS - Argumentation Support

gIBIS [2] is a tool for helping a group explore and capture the qualitative factors that go into making decisions.

Elements of a policy analysis in gIBIS are represented as a network containing three types of nodes: Issues,

Positions, and Arguments. Each Issue may have several Positions that "Respond to" it, and each Position, in turn,

may have various Arguments that "Support" or "Object to" it.

Defining new object types and creating examples of them

To emulate gIBIS in Oval, we first defined the three types of objects used by gIBIS: Issues, Positions, and

Arguments. For instance, to define the new type ,f object called "Argument", we performed the actions illustrated in

Figure 1. First, we selected the basic object type called "Thing" and then chose the "Create Subtype" action (Figure

l(a)). To create individual examples of this type, we selected the new type and chose the "New object" action. The

new Arguments have the fields "Name", "Keywords", and "Text" by default, since these fields are present in all

Things. To add the fields (like "Supports", "Objects to", and "Entered by") that are present in Argument objects but

not in all Things, we used the "Add Field" action on one of the new Argument objects (Figure l(b)). Finally, we

filled in the fields of this (and other objects) by typing and by adding links (Figure l(c)).
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Figure 1(a). To define a new type of object, users create it as a subtype of some existing object type. (Note: In this
and subsequent figures, the heavy curved arrow is added for clarity. It is not part of the actual screen display.)

Fields to all Arguments

U coammW bfu, k.l I
Figure 1(b). Users can add fields to an object type with
fields then appear in all objects of that type.

the "Add Fields" action on any instance of that type. The
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Figure 1 (c). Users can fill in !the fields of an object by typing or by inserting links to other objects.

The square brackets in Figure l(c) indicate "live" links to other objects that can be traversed by clicking on them.

To add these links in the first place, we simply selected the "Add link" action in a field and then pointed to the object

to which the link goes.

Viewing collections of objects

In the original gIBIS system, users can graphically see the relationships between the nodes in an argument network.

To do this with Oval, we selected the "Change View" action for a field containing the nodes and then chose the

"Network" display format (see Figures 2 and 3). This format allows us to choose the fields from which links will be

shown in the network. For instance, in Figure 2, we chose to show links from three fields,"Supports", "Objects to"

and "Responds to." We also chose to display in each node the "Name" and "Object Type" fields. The result is

shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Users can "Change View" on any field. Here, the "Network" view was selected. Then, two other choices
were made: (1) the fields from which links will be used to construct the network and (2) the fields to be shown in the
nodes of the network

Figure 3. This network view, the result of the choices made in Figure 2, shows the relationships between Issues,
Positions, and Arguments as in the glBIS system.
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Note that this simple method of tailoring a network view can be used for any collection of objects whose

relationships to each other are represented by links (e.g., organization charts, PERT charts, and software module

calling relationships). In one sense, of course, there is nothing new about this notion of using general display

formats for many kinds of objects. We have been genuinely surprised, however, at how widely useful and powerful

this feature is when users can apply it themselves to create new applications.

Features of the original system not included in our application

We omitted one feature of the original gIBIS system for aesthetic reasons: The original system included a distinction

between primary and secondary links of each type. We could have implemented this simply by defining additional

fields (e.g., "Supports (primary)" and "Supports (secondary)"), but we chose not to, in order to reduce the complexity

of the system.

In addition to a shared "live" database, gIBIS has two other features which would have required new system level

programming to implement: (1) aggregate nodes (the ability to automatically collapse a group of nodes into one

aggregate node), and (2) a node index that shows nodes in outline format (with indentations indicating their

relations). These features did not seem essential to the main point of the application, and we did not include them in

our implementation. However, they would both have been quite consistent with the overall Oval paradigm.

Aggregate nodes could be implemented with two new actions on folders (one to create aggregates and one to break

them apart). An outline display format would be reusable in many other applications as well and would, therefore,

be a useful addition to the current display formats for collections of objects (tables, networks, calendars, and

matrices).

Coordinator - Conversation structuring and task tracking

The Coordinator is an electronic mail-based system that helps people structure conversations and track tasks ([22],

[1]). To emulate the functionality of the Coordinator in Oval, we first made three system level modifications to

automatically group a series of messages into "Conversation" folders (see Figure 4): (1) When users create a new

message (without it being a reply to an old one), a new conversation folder is automatically created. This folder

contains the new message, and the conversation field of the new message is also linked to this folder. (2) When

users reply to a message of a given type, they are presented with a choice of message types for their reply. (The

choices to be presented are specified in a user-modifiable field called "Reply Types", which is not shown in the view

used in Figure 4.) (3) After users select a reply type, the Conversation field in the reply message is automatically

linked to the Conversation folder specified in the original message, and the reply is inserted in the Conversation

folder.
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Figure 4: A conversation folder contains messages within a conversation, like those in the Coordinator.

After these system-level changes to add conversations (which can be useful in any messaging application), the other

main functionality of the Coordinator can be added by user-level tailoring. For instance, we added 15 new message

types and defined their reply types to provide the same conversational sequences (such as Conversations for Action)

used in the Coordinator. The Request message type, for example, has reply types like Counteroffer, Promise, and

Decline.
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To provide the various kinds of summary displays in the Coordinator we created 23 folders (such as "Open Matters"

and "My promises"), and 14 agents with 477 rules that move messages into and out of these folders. For instance,

Figure 5 shows an agent that moves conversations into the folders for various kinds of promises. To create an agent

like this one, users fill in the fields shown in Figure 5: a folder to which the agent applies, one or more triggering

conditions, and a set of rules. Then, when the agent is triggered, it will apply the rules to the objects in the "Apply

to" folder. Rules, like agents, are created with a straightforward sequence of menu-picks and form filling. The rule

shown in Figure 5, for instance, moves conversations with promises from the user into two folders: "My Promises"

and "All Open Pronses and Offers".

Some of the agents make use of "all-objects-of-a-type" folders in Oval. An all-objects-of-a-type folder is one which

is maintained by the system so that it always contains all objects of a specified type. For example, the All

Coordinator messages" folder is dynamically maintained so that it always contains all the Coordinator messages in

Oval.
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Features of the original system not included in our application

Unlike the original Coordinator, our application does not provide explicit support for delegation. Instead, someone

who has received a request can delegate it to someone else "manually" by sending a new request that contains a link

to the original one.

There are also several detailed features of the Coordinator not included in our application. For instance, unlike the

Coordinator, our application does not enforce the restriction that people who are only copied (cc:'ed) in a

conversation cannot change its state. Furthermore, there are some cases where users of our application would need to

do minor things "manually" that are done automatically in the Coordinator. For instance, if someone wants to

cancel a request before having received a reply to it, they would have to manually address the cancel message and

insert it in the original conversation.

Notes - Semistructured Information sharing

Of the other systems analyzed here, Lotus Notes [11] is the most similar to Oval. It is also similar to earlier

computer conferencing systems with the important additions that (1) the documents in a database are semistructured

templates (with optional "hot links" to other documents) and (2) the documents in a database can be filtered and

summarized according to various user-definable views. Like Oval, Notes can be tailored for many different

applications. The templates in Notes are equivalent to object types in Oval; the databases in Notes are equivalent to

folders in Oval; and the views in Notes are equivalent to views of collections of objects in Oval. Notes views are all

variations of a kind of "outline" display format that does not currently exist in Oval, but is similar to the table

format display that does exist (see Figure 6). Notes does not include any of the other folder display formats in Oval

such as networks and calendars. Similarly, even though Notes allows very knowledgeable users to do certain kinds

of sorting and filtering using views, it does not appear to be designed to make this easy for end users, and it does not

have active agents like those in Oval.
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Figure 6. A table format display summarizing documents like those in a Notes database.

Unlike Oval, Notes is based on a database replication algorithm which approximates "live sharing" of documents.

Also, as a commercial product, Notes includes a number of features such as access controls, "rich text" fields, and

calculated fields. Even though these features are not currently part of Oval, they would be consistent with its overall

user interface paradigm and useful for many other applications.

Information Lens - Intelligent mall sorting

Information Lens ([16], [15]) helps users by automatically filtering and sorting incoming electronic messages. It

also helps users create messages using a set of (optional) semistructured message templates. Implementing
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Information Lens in Oval is quite straightforward. For instance, users can define new message types as subtypes of

Message in the object type hierarchy and create rules to filter and sort messages (see Figure 7).

In addition to the local mail sorting agents, the original Information Lens included a second kind of agent that ran on

servers and selected potentially interesting messages for a given user from a stream of messages addressed to

"Anyone." Implementing remote agents like these would require some additional systems level programming which

we have not yet done in Oval but which would be consistent with the overall framework of Oval and useful in other

applications.
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Figure 7. Examples of an agent and a rule like those in Information Lens.
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Summary

Table 1 summarizes the results of the four application experiments described above. In three of the cases (gIBIS,

Notes, and Information Lens), some of the features of the previous systems were not included in our emulations. It

appears, however, that the functionality omitted in these cases was not essential to the main point of the

applications. Also, in all three cases, the functionality omitted would fit naturally within the user interface paradigm

provided by Oval and would be reusable in other applications. In the other case (Coordinator), we performed modest

amounts of system level programming and believe we emulated all of the major functionality of the original system.

The new system level functionality implemented in this case (Conversation folders) should also be generally useful

in other Oval applications. Overall, therefore, the primary functionality of the previous systems seems to be

captured reasonably well by user-level modifications within the user interface paradigm provided by Oval.

DISCUSSION

Limitations of experiments

Before proceeding, it is important to note several limitations of our experiments. First, even though the

experiments establish that the range of applicability of systems like Oval is large, they do not allow us to

characterize its limits. In fact, we suspect that it is difficult, in principle, to characterize the limits of radically

tailorable tools since ingenious users will always be able to think of unexpected new uses for them.

Second, we have not formally studied the usefulness of the applications that could be created with systems like Oval.

Instead, since we emulated other systems that are widely believed to be useful, we assume that systems like Oval

would be at least as useful as these previous systems are individually. We do not yet know how much additional

benefit will come from combining these and other applications that can be created with the system.

User-level modifications System-level modifications

System Object Types Folders Agents Rules

glBIS 3 1 per 1 1 per query Aggregate nodes**;"Outline" folder display
discussion format**; Live sharing t

Coordinator 19 23 14 47 Conversation folders; Reply types

Notes * * * * "Outline" folder display format**; Live sharing t

Information Lens * * 1 * "Anyone" agents**

Table 1. A summary of the modifications required to emulate the systems described in each experiment.
(* - Application specific. " - 'Optional' feature; not implemented. t - Implementation in progress)
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Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we have not formally tested the usability of this system. That is, we tested

whether the system made it possible for knowledgeable users to implement the applications using only the user level

tailoring facilities. As the descriptions above indicate, the user level tailoring facilities have "face validity" as being

simple and easy to use. Another important kind of test, however, would be to examine how well typical users at

various levels of sophistication could actually create such applications for themselves.

In practice, we expect that radically tailorable systems like this will be used in very different ways by end users, by

power users, and by programmers ([17], [12]). Since the system provides a wide spectrum of tailoring options, we

believe that many users would make only minimal changes to applications developed by others, while some power

users would develop applications for other people, and programmers would use the system to dramatically reduce the

time and effort required to develop completely new applications. In fact, even if the Oval system were not tailorable

at all by typical end users, radically tailorable systems like this would still be very useful for programmers as rapid

prototyping and iterative development tools.

Lessons from experiments

What can we learn from these experiments? We believe that two of the most important lessons have to do with the

power of the four primitives with which we started:

(1) Objects, views, agents, and links provide a kind of elementary "tailoring language" for user interfaces to

information management and cooperative work applications. All of the previous systems we analyzed had some

form of semistructured objects and some form of summary displays analogous to our views. Most of the systems

also had some of the functionality provided by our agents and links. With the exception of Notes, however, the

systems were built to handle only specialized kinds of objects (e.g., messages or argumentation nodes) and certain

display formats (e.g., tables). By generalizing to the abstract level of semistructured objects, customizable views,

rule-based agents, and links, we achieve a great increase in scope of applications with only a relatively modest

increase in complexity. For instance, by implementing views (such as tables, networks, matrices, and calendars)

once in a way that end users can then apply to any kind of information, a vast amount of programming effort is

avoided and the end users' power is significantly increased. We were genuinely surprised at the power of this

approach, and we believe that the generality of these basic primitives and their combination methods is not yet

widely appreciated.

(2) Radical tailorability facilitates integration. In addition to the versatility that a radically tailorable system

provides, there is another important benefit of constructing a variety of different applications within the same

system: It is much easier to integrate the different applications. For instance, discussions facilitated by systems like
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gIBIS often lead to action items, the status of which a group might want to track with systems like Notes or the

Coordinator. In an integrated system like Oval, it is a straightforward matter to link these action items to the

discussions that generated them and vice versa.

CONCLUSION

Even though the primitives of objects, views, agents, and links provide a powerful basis for constructing

information management and cooperative work applications, there are many difficult problems to be solved before

the full promise of this approach is realized. For instance, numerous difficult issues arise in trying to manage large

numbers of linked objects in a shared, distributed network. One particularly important aspect of this problem

involves how to manage the evolution of partially shared object type definitions (e.g., [10]). Finally, even if the

approach described here were successful in completely eliminating the programming effort needed to create

applications, the task of imagining new and useful things for computers to do is a far from trivial one.
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